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CONCERNING THE EXISTENCE OF A
 
CONNECTED, COUNTABLE DENSE
 

HOMOGENEOUS SUBSET OF THE PLANE
 
WHICH IS NOT STRONGLY LOCALLY
 

HOMOGENE~OUS 

w. L. SALTSMAN 

ABSTRACT. Under ZFC + CH, a space as in the title 
is constructed. 

A topological space X is countable dense homogeneous 
(CDH) provided that X is separable and that if A and Bare 
countable dense subsets of X then there is an h E H(X), the 
autohomeomorphism group on X, such that h(A) = B. The 
space X is strongly locally homogeneous (SLH) provided that 
X has a basis of open sets U such that if x, y E U then there 
is h E H(X) such that h(x) = y and h(z) = z \/z E X\U. 

It is known that SLH Polish spaces are CDR (first proved 
by Bennett [1] in the locally compact case, later by Fletcher 
and McCoy [2] in the general case). van Mill [3] showed that 
noncomplete separable metric SLH spaces need not be CDH 
and asked for examples of CD H connected spaces that are not 
SLH. Nonmetric examples have been provided: an Hausdorff 
example by Fitzpatrick and Zhou [4], and a regular Hausdorff 
example by Watson and' Simon[5]. Jt\ natural place to look is 
in the class of Jones spaces. If f : R --+ ]R is a discontinuous, 
additive function (f(x +y) = f(x) + f(y) \/x,y E lR) and the 
graph, J, of f is a connected subspace of]R2, then J is called 
a Jones space [6]. Every Jones space is a topological group 
and is, therefore, homogeneous. R. W. Heath noted that no 
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Jones space is SLH. To date, it is not known whether there is 
a CDH Jones space (see [7]). Extending Heath's observation, 
it is proved in Theorem 1 of reference [7] that no subset of 
the plane which is connected, dense in the plane, and which 
intersects vertical lines only once is SLH.The purpose of this 
paper is to find such a space which is CDH, assuming the 
continuum hypothesis. 

Theorem (ZFC + CH). There is a connected, CDH subset 
of]R2 which is not SLH. 

Proof. Any subset of ]R2 which is dense in ]R2, connected and 
intersects vertical lines only once is not SLH. We will construct 
such a set which is CDH. 

In this preliminary section, we give a version of the proof 
which does not have the technical detail of the second proof. 

. Afterward, we will proceed with the second proof, filling in the 
technical details. Suppose A is a countable dense subset of 
]R2 which intersects no vertical line more than once; and G is a 
countable collection of autohomeomorphisms of]R2 such that G 
is a group under composition, each element of G sends vertical 
lines onto vertical lines and A onto itself; if 9 E G, 9 is not 
the identity, and 9 sends a vertical line onto itself" then that 
vertical line intersects A; and if 9 E G, [,1 and £2 are any pair 
of vertical lines in ]R2 such that 9(£1) = £2, 11'"1(£1) = a and 
1I'"1{£2) = b, then the homeomorphism 9 of R. onto itself defined 
by g(a) = b is order-p!eserving (i.e. 9 is order-preserving in 
the x-axis direction). Also, suppose that if 9 E G, £1 and £2 
are any pair of vertical lines in ]R2 such that g(£I) = £'2, Yl 
is the second coordinate of an element PI of [,1, and Y2 is the 
second coordinate of an element P2 of £'2 such that g(Pl) = P2, 
then the homeomorphism! of lR onto itself defined by !(Yl) = 
Y2 is order-preserving (i.e. 9 is order-preserving in the y-axis 
direction). The preceding is what we have at the beginning of 
the o-th step of the .construction where 0 < WI is an ordinal 
number. 
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To see why the properties of A and G mentioned above are 
desirable, let £, be any vertical line which does not intersect A 
and let x be any element of £. Suppose 91,92 E G such that 
91(X) and 92(X) lie on the same vertical line. It follows then 
that 9;1 0 91 is the identity and 91 = 92. This enables us to 
put other points into A so that A together with these points 
and their images under the elements of G intersect no vertical 
line more than once and to ensure that the construction will 
result in a connected set. The purposes of the order-preserving 
properties will be seen a little later. 

In order that the construction yield a CDH subset of ]R2,
let Band C be appropriately selected dense subsets of A (by 
the end of the construction, we are assuming that all pairs of 
dense subsets of ]R2 relevant to the argument will have been 
treated). We wish to obtain a successor, Aa , of A and an 
autohomeomorphism, 9a, of ]R2 which sends B onto C such 

 that the group, Ga , generated by G U {9a} and Aa enjoy the 
same properties given for A and G. We will form Aa from A 
by putting a succession of points an.d their images under the 
elements of G into A. This guarantees that every element of G 
will send Aa onto itself. It might not be essential, but to help 
make it so that 9a sends Ao onto itself, we let the complement 
of B U C in A be dense in ]R2. 

Continuing the discussion of obtaining a set which is CDH 
from the construction, suppose An-I,m-I, nand m positive 
integers, is a countable subset of ]R2 such that An - l ,m-l in
tersects no vertical line more than once, A ~ An-I,m-I, and 
each element of G sends An- l ,m-l onto itself. With an au
tohomeomorphism, 90,0, of ]R2 as a starting point, where 90,0 
sends vertical lines onto vertical lines, 90,0 sends no vertical 
line onto itself, 90,0 is order-preserving in the x-axis and y-axis 
directions, and 90,0 f/. G, we will obtain 9a by a progression 
of alterations and convergences of homeomorphisms. These 
alterations will be carried out so that all homeomorphisms ob
tained along the way, and go itself, will have the properties 
given for 90,0. Suppose 9n-l,m-I' is an autohomeomorphism of 
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]R2 such that 9n-l,m-l takes finitely many appropriately select
ed elements of B into C and An-1,m-l into itself, 9;~I,m-l takes 
finitely many appropriately selected elements of C into Band 
An - l ,m-l into itself, and 9n-l,m-l has the properties given for 
90,0· 

In order that Go and Ao have the property that if 9 EGo, 
9 is not the identity, and 9 sends a vertical line onto itself, 
then that vertical line intersects Ao ; suppose that w = I" 0 

••• 0 12 0 Il'p a positive integer, is a word where the letters 
come from the alphabet G U {9n-l,m-l,9;~I,m-l}. H w con
sists of only one letter, that letter comes from G and is not 
the identity, then any vertical line which w sends onto itself 
would intersect A and hence Ao • So we nee.d not be concerned 
with such words. In fact, we will not alter any of the ele
ments of G at any time. If w consists of only one, letter, and 
that letter comes from {9n-l,m-I,9;~I,m-I}' then w sends no 
 vertical line onto itself (because 9n-l,m-l is one of the home
omorphisms obtained along the way from 90,0 to 90). In this 
case, w satisfies the desired condition vacuously. From what 
we have seen so far, we may assume that w has more than 
one letter. Let us also assume that w is in reduced form 
(i.e. the identity is not in the spelling of W; and if 1 and 9 
are two consecutive letters in the spelling of w, then either 
1 = 9 = 9n-l,m-l, f =9 = 9;~I,m-l' or {/,9} has a"nonempty 
intersection with both G and {gn-l,m-l,g;~I,m-I}). Suppose 
that sw = Iq 0 ••• 0 1,.+1 0 I,., q and r positive integers with 
p > q > r > 1, is a sub-word of w. So that we may make 
statements about proper sub-words of w, we will assume sw 
represents a proper sub-word of w. Also, for reasons already 
discussed (in the context of w), we assume sw has more than 
one letter. The statement we now make about sw is that if any 
sw sends a vertical line onto itself, then that vertical line in
tersects An-I,m-I. Suppose 10,11, ... ,lm - 1 are nondegenerate, 
compact, non-overlapping intervals on the x-axis. We wish to 
make a statement about w which is similar to the statement 
about sw. That statement is that there are at most finitely 
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many vertical lines, [" intersecting 10UII U... UI m - 1 such that 
w([,) = [" that each of these ["s intersects An-I,m-I, and none 
of these £'s contains an endpoint of [0' II, ••• ,or 1m - I . In order 
to make a statement about vertical lines which do not intersect 
the interiors of 10, II, ... , or 1m- I , suppose £1 is such a verti
cal line and let 11(£1) = £2,/2(£2) = £3, ... ,1,,(£,,) = £,,+1. 
The statement we make about £1 is that ifi is any positive 
integer, 1 < i < p, such that Ii E {gn-l,m-l,g;-~I,m-I}' and 
for each such i, if Ii may be altered to send [,i to a different 
vertical line from £i+l without disturbing any sw's on ver
tical lines which they send onto themselves, without altering 
any of the images, under gn-l,m-l" of the finitely many ap
propriately selected elements of B o:r An - 1,m-l mentioned ear
lier, and without altering any of the images, under g;-~l,m-l' 
of the finitely many appropriately selected elements of C or 
An-l,m-l mentioned earlier; then there is a positive integer 
 j, 1 < j < p, such that Ij E {gn-l,m-l,g;-:l,m-l}, for which 
Ij may be altered to send [,j to a different vertical line from 
[,j+l without disturbing w on any vertical lines which inter
sect 10 U II U ... U Im-I and which w sends onto themselves. 
H z = hk 0 ••• 0 h2 0 hI, k a positive integer, is a word whose 
letters come from G U {gn-l,m-l, g;-:I,m-l}, and [,1 is a ver
tical line, then we say that z is disturbed on £1 if h1([,I) = 
[,2, h2([,2) = [,3, ••. ,hk([,k) = [,k+JL; and if there is a positive 
integer, j, where 1 < j < k, hj E {gn-l,m-l, g;:I,m-l}, such 
that some (or all) of the images of L,j, under hi' are altered. 
The preceding is what we have at the beginning of the m-th 
step of the n-th step of the a-th step of the construction. 

To begin the m-th step of the n-th step of the a-th step of the 
construction, suppose 1m is a nondegenerate, compact interval 
on the x-axis such that 1m does not overlap any of the intervals 
10, II, • •• ,1m - I ; if [, is any vertical line which intersects 1m , 

then £ satisfies the hypotheses (and therefore the conclusion) 
of the statement about vertical lines which do not intersect the 
interiors of 10, II, ... ,orI m- 1 at the end of the last paragraph; 
and if j, k are nonnegative integers, 0 <j, k ~ m - 1, there is 
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an element of {Ia,I1 , ••• ,1m - I } to the left of 1m of which Ij is 
the. closest, and there is an element of {la, II, ... ,1m - I } to the 
right of 1m of which l k is the closest, then 1m extends from I j 

to l k provided the previous condition is not violated. 

We wish to assert the existence of a positive number which 
has a certain property in conjunction with 1m • Before we can 
do this in the way we desire, we must make another assumption 
about w: we assume that {/p, II} =F {gn-1,m-1, g;~1,m-1}. 
The case where those two sets are equal is trivial and will be 
discussed briefly after we are finished with this case. By the 
way 1m was chosen, and by the assumption on w, there is a 6 > 
osuch that if x, y E 1m , X =F y, 1X - y 1< 6, £1 is the vertical 
line containing X, 11(£1) = £2,/2(£2) = £3, ... ,Ip(£p) = 
L,p+1' £, is the vertical line containing y, and i is a positive 
integer, 1 ~ i < p, where Ii E {gn-1,m-1, g;~l,m-l}' then 
Ii may be altered to send £i to a different vertical line from 
L,i+1 without disturbing w on £. The denial of the existence 
'of such a 6 would result in a contradiction to the next to the 
last condition under which 1m was chosen (see Figure 1). 

IL'... lj4f·J 
w 

L ••• L'f i Lit i3 

L 

If i < j; Ii = Ij; {,il ={,j2' {,i3 ={,j4' · •• ; {,11 , {,12, {,13, {,14, · •. inter
sect 1m ; and sw = Ij-l 0 ••• 0 Ii; then {, intersects 1m ; and altering Ii on 
(,' disturbs sw on £' where sw(£') = £'. 

Figure 1 
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Let U be a nondegenerate closed s1l1binterval of 1m of length 
. less ,that 6 which has the same left endpoint as 1m , and for 
which there is at most one x E U with the following property: 
there are a vertical line £ and a positive integer i, 1 ~ i ~ p, 
such that £ intersects 10 U 11 U ... IU 1m - I , w(l) = £, Ii E 
{9n-Itm-l, g;~ltm-l}' and if £1 is the vertical line containing 
x where 11(£1) = £2, 12(£2) = £3,. · · , Ip(£p) = £1'+1, then 
Ii cannot be altered to send L,i to a different vertical line from 
L,i+l without disturbing w on £. There are at most finitely 
many vertical lines, £, intersecting ~) UII U... UI m - 1 for which 
w(£) = [" and this clearly makes the above possible. Let j be 
a positive integer, 

1 ~ j ~ p, Ij E {9n-lt711~-I' 9;~l.tm-I}' 

such that if .c is a vertical line intersecting 10 U II U ... U I m - 1 

where w(£) = £ and £1 is a vertical line interesecting U where 
11(£1) = £2, 12([,2) = £3, ... ,/1'(£") = £1'+1, then Ij may be 
altered to send, £j to a different vertical line from [,j+l without 
disturbing w on £. Such a positive integer as j exists for U
due to the last condition under which U was chosen, and the
next to the last condition under v.rhich 1m was chosen. Let 
VI = {x E R2 : x is on a vertical line that intersects U} and 
let fI(VI) = V2, ... ,fp(Vp) = Vp+1 • 

What we wish to do is to alter Ij on Vi so that it still sends 
vertical lines onto vertical lines and Vi onto Vi+l. Since the 
length of U is less than 6, then we can predict how this change 
will affect w on ~. In order to preserve the property which the 
positive number 6, defined above, has in conjunction with 1m ; 

to ensure that each sw will send no more vertical lines onto 
themselves; to ensure that w will send no more vertical lines 
which intersect 10 U 11 U ... U I m - 1 onto themselves; to ensure 
that 1m continues to satisfy the next to the last condition under 
which it was chosen, until we progress to I m +1; and to ensure 
that the desired convergences of homeomorphisms take place; 
the second proof asserts the existence of a positive number, 
6', having certain properties, after which the division of that 
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proof's equivalent to the interval, U, into finitely many nonde
generate, closed, non-overlapping subintervals, -each of length 
less than 6', takes place. Alterations then take place with re-. 
spect to these subintervals. Let U = [a, b]. Let La and Lb be 
the vertical lines containing a and b, respectively. Assume that 
w does not send [,a onto itself nor L,b onto itself, since small 
changes in Ij would produce this result, if it was not already 
true. 

Now, assume that Ij has been altered so that fj still sends 
vertical lines onto vertical lines and Vi onto Vi+I' but so that 
there is now only one vertical line intersecting U which w sends 
onto itself, and that vertical line intersects the interior of U. 
Let £1 be this vertical line, let 

and assume that £1 has been selected so that Li does not 
"intersect An-I,m-I, 1 :5 i :5 p +1. Assume, also, that £1 has 
been selected so that if £~ is a vertical line which does not 
intersect the interior of 10, II, ... ,1m - I , or 

and if there is a positive integer, i, where 1 :5 i :5 p and 
Ii E {gn-l,m-l, g;~I,m-I}' for which Ii cannot be altered 
to send £i to a different vertical line from Li+l without dis
turbing w on £1; then either fk cannot be altered to send 
£k to a different vertical line from £k+l withQut disturbing 
w on £1 for any positive integer, k, where 1 ~ k ~ p and 
II: E {gn-1,m-l,g;~I,m-l}' or there" is a positive integer, k, 
where 1 < k < P and Ik E {gn-ltm-l,g;~l,m-l}' such that fk 
may be altered to send £k to a different vertical line from £k+l 
without any of the disturbances or alterations mentioned in 
the hypothesis or conclusion :of the statement on vertical lines 
which do not intersect the interiors of 10, II, ... , or 1m - I , and 
without disturbing w on £1 (see Figure 2). 
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4+1 L L'71'+1 

w ~ f. L' L.' 
J J J 

f k L"k 

f· £j L.'1 1 

fh I£~ 

£} £ ~' Li' 

(1) Assume there is an £ such that J:, intersects U, and w(£) = £. 
Then, there are uncountably many ways to choose £1 and £~ so that £1 
and £1 intersect U, and w(£I) = £1. After choosing, alter Ij so that 
W(£l) = £1. 

(2) For simplicity, assume all I's shown equal 9n-l,m-l. Let £~ be a 
vertical line on which II: should not be altered. From our choice of £1 
and £1, assume that {£i,£i,£j, £j} n {£I:,£~} =0. 

(3) The pairs, Ii: and £'k, are countable; and the associated pairs, Ih 
and £1:, are countable. 

Figure 2 

Now, select a point Xl, on £1- Suppose that X2 on £2, X3 on 
£3, -_. ,Xi on £i where i is a positive integer, 1 ~ i < P + 1, 
have been subsequently appropriately obtained. H there are 
a positive integer k, 1 < k ~ i, and agE G such that 9 
sends L,k onto L,i+l' then either g'(Xk) = fi(Xi) or g(Xk) =f 
li(Xi). If g(Xk) = li(Xi), then no alteration of Ii is needed. If 
g(Xk) =f li(Xi), then it follows that Ii E {gn-l,m-l,g;~l,m-l}. 
In this case, alter Ii so that g(Xk) = li(Xi). Now, let Xi+l = 
li(Xi)- When this process is complete, take the points obtained 
together with their images under the elements of G, and put 
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them into An-I,m-I. We find that An-l,m-l still intersects no 
vertical line more than once. If Xl is chosen far enough from 
the origin, then, since 9n-l,m-1 and all elements of G are order
preserving in the y-axis direction, those points whose images 
had to be changed under the process are far enough from the 
origin so that the desired convergences of homeomorphisms will 
still take place (see Figure 3). 

g(~) 

Xl 

~ tx. 
1 

f j(Xj ) 

J~Y . 

t 

L i+1 

(1) Alter the image of Zi, under Ii, so that li(Zi) =g(Zi). 

(2) Images under Ii, of points further down L,i from Zi, need not be 
altered. 

(3) But, if Ii was not order-preserving in the y-axis direction, and if 
g(Zi) lies above li(t), then making fi(Zi) =g(Zi) would alter the image, 
under Ii, of each element of £i from t to Zi. 

Figure 3 
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Let i, k be positive integers, 1 :5 i :5 k :5 p, such that i is the 
least positive integer where Ii E {gn-l,m-l, g;~I,m-l} and k is 
the greatest positive integer where fk E {gn-l,m-l,g;~I,m-l}. 
Suppose there is a vertical line, .c;, which does not inter
sect the interior of 10, II, ... ,1m - I , or U, and which satisfies 
the following: if 11(£;) = £~, 12(£~) = £~, ... ,Ip(£~) = 
£1'+1; and c is any positive integer, i :5 c :5 k, where Ie E 
{gn-l,m-l,g;~l,m-l}; then Ie cannot be altered to send £~ to 
a different vertical line from £~+1 without disturbing w on 
£1. Since w is in reduced form, this gives us that the set 
{£~, £i+l' . .. '£k+l} is a subset of the set {£i, £i+l, . .. ,£k+l}. 
We know that £1 :F £~ since £1 intersects the interior of U 
and £~ does not. Assume, for the sake of specificity, that 
1l'"l(£I) < 1l'"1(£~). Since 11,/2, ... ,.{p are all order-preserving 
in the x-axis direction, then 1l'"1(£2) < 1rl(£~)' . .. ,1l'"I(£p+l) < 
1l'"1(£~I). This would give us that the largest element of the set 
{1rl(£i),1rl(£i+l), ... ,1rl(£k+I)} is less than an element of the 
set {1rl(£~)' 1rl(£i+l)' ... ,1l'"I(£k+l)}' which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, £; does not exist as supposed. 

Combining the results of the previous paragraph with the 
last condition under which £1 was selected implies that the 
statement on vertical lines which do not intersect the interiors 
of 10' II, ... , or Im- 1 is true if "10,1.1, ••• , or 1m- I" is replaced 
by "10 ,11 , ••• ,1m - I , or U" and" IoUI1 U ...UIm - 1" is replaced 
by "10 U II U ... U Im-I U U". The statement on vertical lines 
which do not intersect the interiors of 10, II, . .. , or 1m - I , the 
next to the last condition under which 1m was chosen, and the 
last condition under which U was chosen furnished the positive 
integer, j, for U. By continuing to obtain modifications on the 
statement on vertical lines which do not intersect the interiors 
of 10' II, ... , or Im-I as we did abo've, maintaining the next to 
the last condition under which 1m 'was chosen, until we go to 
Im +1 , and choosing succeeding subintervals of 1m in the way 
that U was chosen, we will continue to obtain equivalents to 
the positive integer j for these intervals. We now assume that 
finitely many subintervals of 1m , co,"ering 1m , have been chosen 
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and each one treated as U was treated (see Figure 4).
 

y=x 

x 

y 

new 

w 

x a + S 

b 
U U' 

1m 

y=x 

x 

(1) The problem with elements of the nature of %, between a and a+6, 
has not increased in going from w to the new w. 

(2) The next interval to be treated, following U, is U'.
 
Figure 4
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Let the versions of 9n-l,m-l and .An-1,m-l attained on the
 
final subinterval of 1m mentioned above be called 9n-l,m and
 
An-I,m, respectively. There are countably many vertical lines
 
for which the homeomorphism gn-1,m has been determined and
 
will not change (i.e. if the image of a certain vertical line, un

der 9n-l,m, could not be changed to a different vertical line
 
without disturbing some sw on a vertical line which it sends
 
onto itself, without altering one of the images, under 9n-l,m,
 
of the finitely many appropriately selected elements of B or
 
An- 1,m-l mentioned above, without altering one of the im

ages, under 9;~1,m, of the finitely many appropriately selected
 

.elements of C or An- 1,m-1 mentioned above, or without dis
turbing w on one of the vertical lines intersecting IoU II U.. .UIm 

which w sends onto itself, then the image of that vertical line 
will never change under 9n-l,m nor under any successor of 
9n-l,m). Let L, be an appropriately selected vertical line for 

.which 9n-1,m has been determined. We assume that finitely 
many of these vertical lines have already been appropriately 
selected and treated as L, is about to be treated. Suppose L,l 
is a vertical line, where W(L,l) = £1, such that if 11(L,1) =
L,2' 12([,2) = [,3, · .. ,/p([,p) = [,p+f; then there exist positive 
integers i,j where 1 ::; i,j ::; p; Ii, Ij E {9n-l,m,9;~1,m}; either 
L,i = L, and Ii = 9n-l,m, or £i+l =: £ and Ii = 9;~I,m; and 
either Ij = 9n-l,m and 9n-l,m has not been determined on £j, 
or /j = 9;~I,m and 9n-l,m has not l>een determined on £j+l. 
There are at most p + 1 many such [,1 's, and so, by finitely 
many small alterations of the corresponding Ij's on the corre
sponding £j'S, we eliminate all such. £1 's. Assuming this has 
been done, what we have is that if L,1 is a vertical line such that 
/1([,1) = [,2, /2(L,2) = £3, ... ,/p([,p) = £p+l; and if there ex
ists a positive integer, i, where 1 ~ i ~ p; Ii E {gn-l,m,g;2 1,m}; 
and either £i = £ and Ii = 9n-l,n~, or £i+l = £ and Ii = 
9;~1,m; then either W(£I) =F £1, or if j is any positive integer, 
1 ~ j ~ p, where Ij E {9n-l,m,9;~I,m}, then either Ij = 9n-l,m 
and 9n-l,m has been determined on £j, or Ij = 9;~1,m and 
9n-l,m has been determined on £;+1. In order for the above ar
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gument to be sound, we need to know whether a vertical line, 
£1, can exist under the following circumstances: 

11(£1) = £2, 12(£2) = £3, ... ,Ip(£p) = £p+1; 1,,) 

are positive integers, 

1 :5 i < j :5 p, li,/j E {9n-1,m,9;~l,m}, Ii = Ij, £i = L,j, 
and either Ii = 9n-1,m and 9n-1,m has not been determined 
on L,i, or Ii = 9;~l,m and 9n-1,m has not been determined on 
£i+1. The answer is that no such £1 can exist, because if it 
did, then it would provide us with an sw for which altering 
9n-1,m to send £i to a different vertical line from £i+1 (or the 
reverse, as the case may be) would disturb sw on a vertical line 
that it sends onto itself. This is a contradiction since 9n-1,m is 
determined on such vertical lines. We conclude, then, that the 
above argument is valid. Moreover, we assume that, through 
our choices of 6"s, the results of the argument are not undone 
for successors of 9n-1,m. 

Let U:-oAn- 1m = An 0, and lim 9n-l m = 9n o· Suppose £1- , , m-+oo ' , 

is a vertical line for which W(£I) = £1, where all occurrences 
of 9n-1,m and 9;~I,m have been replaced by 9n,O and 9;,~, re
spectively. We need to show that £1 intersects An,o. Let 

/1([,1) = [,2,/2([,2) = [,3,. _. , /p([,p) = [,P+1 = [,1· 

Suppose there is a positive integer, i, where 1 ~ i ~ p, Ii E 
{9n,O,9;,~}, and either Ii = 9n,O and 9n,O has been determined 
on L,i, or Ii = 9;,~, and 9n,O has been determined on L,i+l (for 
any vertical line, L,,9n,o has been determined on L, provided 
that there is a positive integer, m, such that 9n-1,m has been de
termined on £). Since W(£l) = £1, we see, by the results of the 
previous paragraph, that if j is any positive integer, 1 :5 j :5 p, 
where Ij E {9n,o, 9;,~}, then either Ij = 9n,O and 9n,O has been 
determined on £j, or Ij = 9;,~, and 9n,o has been determined on 
£j+1- Therefore, for each positive integer, j, where 1 :5 j :5 p 
,and Ij E {gn,o,9;,~}, we have that £j and £;+1 intersect Anto. 
Since every element of G sends An,o onto itself, it follows that 
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£1 intersects An,o. Suppose, now, that there is no positive in
teger, i, where 1 ~ i ~ p, Ii E {9n,o, ,g~,~}, and either Ii = 9n,o 

and 9n,o has been determined on £i, or Ii = 9;,~ and 9n,o has 
been determined on £i+l. Let m be a positive integer. The col
lection of vertical lines on which 9n-1,m has been determined is 
a subcollection of the collection of vertical lines on which 9n,o 
has been determined. There are four conditions, given above, 
such that if a vertical line satisfies anyone of those four con
ditions, then 9n-l,m is determined on that vertical line. The 
collection of vertical lines which satisfy any of the first three 
conditions does not change, no matter what positive integer m 
is taken to be. Since there are only finitely many sw's, then 
these vertical lines form a closed subset of ]R2. Since 9n,o has 
been determined on these vertical lines, then there must be a 
positive number, x, such that for all sufficiently large positive 
integers, k: if £~ is a vertical line whose distance from £1 is less 

. than X; and if 11(£~) = £~, 12(£~) := £;, .. · ,/p(£~) = £~+1' 

where all occurrences of 9n,O and 9~·,~ have been replaced by 
9n-l,k and g;~I,k; then there is no JPositive integer, i, where 
1 ~ i < p, Ii E {gn-l,k,g;~I,k}' and either Ii = gn-l,k, and 
9n-l,k has been determined on £i because £i satisfies one of 
the first three conditions; or Ii = 9;:~I,k' and 9n-l,k has been 
determined on £~+1 because £~+l satisfies one of the first three 
conditions. We are going to assume that the 1m 's form a dense 
subset of the x-axis. Then, there must be an 1m to the left of £1 
and an 1m to the right of £1 such that both 1m 's have their dis
tances from £1 being less than x. Every element of the x-axis, 
which lies between these two 1m 's, satisfies the next to the last 
condition for choosing 1m 's, for sufficiently large positive inte
gers, m. Therefore, if neither of these two 1m 's intersects £1, 
then the last condition for choosing 1m 's implies that a succeed
ing 1m will extend from one 1m to the other. We see, then, that 
there is an 1m which intersects £1. Let k be the positive integer 
for which 1k intersects £1.. If W(£l) = £1, where the letters 
of w come from Gu {gn-l,k,g;~I,k}; then £1 intersects An-1,k' 
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and £1 intersects An,o since An-l,k ~ An,o. If W(£l) -:f; £1, 
where the letters of w come fromG U {9n-l,k,9;21,k}' then, 
through our choices of 6"s, W(£l) -:f; £1' where the letters of 
W come from G U {9n,o, 9;,~}. This contradicts the hypothesis 
on [,1 made at the beginning of this paragraph. So, we have 
shown what we needed to show. 

Let us now make appropriate selections of an element of B, 
an element of C, and a pair of elements from An,o. Next, let 
us make small changes to 9n,0 and 9;,~ so that 9n,O now sends 
the element of B into C and its element of An,o into An,o; and 
9;,~ now sends the element of C into B and its element of An,o 
into An,o. 

Let Ao = Un~oAn 0, 90 = lim 9n 0, and Go be the group
-, n-+oo ' 

generated by G U {go}. We need to show that Ao and Go en
joy the same properties given for A and G. For each positive 
integer, n, we assume that An-l,o is a countable dense subset 

.of ]R2 which intersects no vertical line more than once, J that 
A ~ An-l,o, and that the An-l,o's are nested. Then, Ao has 
these properties, as well. By its definition, Go is a group under 
composition. Since Go is generated by G U {go}, then Go is 
countable. For each positive integer, n, we assume that gn-l,O 

is an autohomeomorphism of R2 which sends vertical lines onto 
vertical lines so that 9n-l,0 is order-preserving in the x-axis and 
y-axis directions. Then, 90 has these properties, as well. By hy
pothesis, every element 9 EGis an autohomeomorphism of]R2 
which sends vertical lines onto vertical lines so that 9 is order
preserving in the x-axis and y-axis directions. All elements of 
G, and 90' have these properties; theref<?re every element of 
Go has these properties. We assume that every element of G 
sends Ao onto itself. For every positive integer, n, gn,O is al
tered so that it sends an appropriately chosen element of An,o 
into An,o, and the same thing is done for 9;,~ and the element 
of An,o chosen for it. Furthermore, successors of gn,O and g;,~ 
maintain the results of the previous sentence for those elements 
of An,o. Since Ao = U~=lAn-l,O, we assume that every element 
of Ao is chosen at some point along the way and treated as 
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required. We conclude, then, that gOt sends Ao onto itself. The 
·same type of argument involving Band C shows that go sends 
B onto C. Suppose z = hk 0 •.• 0 h2 10 hI, k a positive integer, 
is a word whose letters come from Gl U {go,g;I}, and £1 is a 
vertical line for which Z(£I) = £1. We need to show that £1 
intersects Ao • We assume that there is a positive integer, j, 
such that z has the same relationship with j as w has with n. 
So, if £ is any vertical line in ]R2 such that z(£) = £, with 
the letters for z coming from G U {g';:,0, 9j,J }, then £ intersects 
Aj,o. Therefore, if Z(£I) = £1, where the letters of z are from 
GU{gj,o,g;:J}; then £1 intersects Aj,o, and, since Aj,o ~ Ao , £1 
intersects Ao • If, however, Z(£I) =! £1, where the letters are 
from G U {gj,O,gh"J}; then, since the choice of 6"s does not let 
this condition change, Z(£I) =! £1 with the letters coming from 
Gu {go,g;I}. This is a contradictiorl to the hypothesis on £1. 
It follows that £1 intersects Ao • We have shown that Ao and 

. GOt enjoy the same properties given for A and G, and that go 
sends B onto C. Let S be an appropriately chosen plane sepa
rator which does not intersect AQ ; let £ be a vertical line which 
does not intersect Ao ' but which does intersect S; and let x 
be in the intersection Sand £. Put x, along with its images 
under the elements of GQ , into AQ • We now have that Ao and 
Go enjoy the properties given for A and G, that go sends B 
onto C, and that Aa intersects S. 

Let D = UQ<Wl Ao ' and J = UO<Wl GQ. For each a < WI, 

we assume that AQ intersects no vertical line more than once; 
and if f3 is any ordinal number suell that f3 < Q, we assume 
that Ap ~ AQ (i.e. the AQ's are nested). Since D is the 
union of these sets, it follows that D intersects no vertical line 
more than once. Since the Ao's are dense in R.2, then Dis, 
too. For every plane separator, S, we assume there is an Ao 

which intersects S. Therefore, D intersects S, and it follows 
that D is a connected subset of R.2:. Let B' and C' be any 
pair of countable dense subsets of D. We assume that there 
is a P < WI such that g/3 E G/3; that g/3 sends B' onto C'; 
that every element of Go sends AQ onto itself where Q is any 
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ordinal number with Q < WI; and that the Go's are nested. So, 
for each ordinal number, Q, where f3 :5 Q < WI; 9fJ sends Ao 

onto itself. From this, we have that gfJ sends D onto itself. So, 
D is a CDH subset of ]R2 which is dense in ]R2, connected, and 
intersects vertical lines only once; which is what we needed to 
show. 

We recall that w = I p 0 ••• 0 12 0 11, and that the case we 
have considered above is the case where {/p, II} =I {gn-1,m-l, 
g;:1,m-1}. Let us now consider the other case. Therefore, 
{/p,/1} = {gn-l,m-l,g;~1,m-1} is now the case. We will now 
show that w sends no more than countably many vertical lines 
onto themselves. Suppose w has only three letters. Then, it 
must be true that 12 E G. Suppose [,1 is a, vertical line which 
w sends onto itself, and let 11 ([,1) = [,2, 12 ([,2) = [,3 and 
13([,3) = [,4 = [,1. Since 11 and 13 are inverses, and [,1 = [,4, 
it follows that [,2 = [,3. Therefore, 12 sends [,2 onto itself. 
Since 12{£2) = £2, 12 E G, and 12 is not the identity, then 
there are no more than countably many vertical lines which 
could equal £2. It follows that no more than countably many 
vertical lines could equal £1. Suppose w has more than three 
letters, and suppose £1 is a vertical line which w sends onto 
itself. Let 11{£1) ~ £2, 12(£2) = £3,· .. ,/p{£p) = £P+l = [,1. 
Since 11 and I p are inverses, and £1 = £P+l' it follows that 
£2 = £p; and since I p-l 0 •.. 0/3 0 12 has more than one letter, 
then it is one of the sw's. We have now that I p-1 0 ••. 0 13 0 12 
sends [,2 onto itself, and I p-l 0 .• . 0/3 0 /2 is an sw. No sw sends 
more than countably many vertical lines onto themselves, and 
so there are only countably many vertical lines which could 
equal £2. It follows that no more than countably many ver
tical lines can equal £1. So, we have shown that w sends 
no more than countably many vertical lines onto themselves. 
H w sends no vertical line onto itself, then nothing needs to 
be done. Suppose there are vertical lines which w sends on
to themselves. Pick one such vertical line and call it £1. Let 
11{£1) = £2, 12{£2) = £3, ... ,/p{£1') = £p+1' and let the let
ters for w come from G U {gn-l,o,9;~I,O}. IT 11 = 9n-l,O and 
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9n-I,O is determined on £1, or if II = 9;~I,o and 9n-I,O is deter
mined on £2; then £1 intersects An-I;o, and no changes need 
to be considered- If II = 9n-I,O and 9n-I,O is not determined 
on £1, or if II = 9;~I,o and 9n-I,O is not determined on £2; 
then make a small alteration of 9n-.I,O so that II([,~) = [,2
H £2 intersects either B or C, then it may be necessary to 
require that [,~ intersect either B or C, and that II take the 
appropriate element of [,~ to the appropriate element of £2
H this is not necessary, then let [,~ 'be chosen so that it does 
not intersect An-I,o- We recall, from. above, that if w has on
ly three letters, then 12 E G, 12 is not the identity, and 12 
sends £2 onto itself; and if w has more than three letters, then 
Ip-I 0 - -- 0 13 0 12 sends £2 onto itself, and !p-l 0 - - -0 13 0 12 is 
an sw_ We assume that if some sw sends a vertical line onto 
itself, then that vertical line intersects An-I,o- If an element of 
G, different from the identity, sends a vertical line onto itself, 

. then that vertical line intersects A, and intersects An-I,o, since 
A ~ An-I,o- In our present situation, we have, then, that £2 
intersects An-I,o- Let x be the element of An-I,o on [,2, and let 
the altered version of 9n-I,O be called ,gn-I,I- Now, we put jp(x), 
which lies on £~, and its images under the elements of G, into 
An-I,O- Let this enlarged version of ~4n-l,O be called An - l ,l- If 
there is another vertical line which w sends onto itself, then 
we repeat the above process, letting An-I,l take the place of 
An-I,O, and not undoing the previous process_ When we are 
done, An,o and 9n,o will satisfy what they did in the first case; 
and so the construction can proceed as it did before. 

We will now proceed with the second (more technical) proof 
of the theorem. 

Let S be the set of all plane separat<:>rs (a plane separator 
is a closed subset of the plane which separates the plane) and 
D the collection of all countable dense subsets of ]R2. Let S 
and D x D be minimally well-ordered by WI. The construction 
will be by transfinite induction and so we will now state the 
transfinite induction hypothesis (TI H) : Let Q < WI be an 
ordinal number. Then for every ordinal number {3 such that 
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(3 < 0 there are sets Ap and Gp satisfying 

(1)	 Ap is a countable subset of ]R2, 

(2)	 Ap intersects no vertical line more than once, 
(3)	 Ap and the {3-th element of S have a nonempty inter

section, 
(4)	 if I is an ordinal number such that I < f3 then A~ ~ Ap, 
(5)	 Gp is a collection of autohomeomorphisms of R2, 
(6)	 Gp is a group under composition, 
(7) every element of Gp sends all vertical lines onto vertical 

lines and Ap onto Ap, 
(8)	 if 9 is any element of Gp except the identity and 9 sends 

a vertical line onto itself, then that vertical line and Ap 
have a nonempty intersection, 

(9)	 if I is an ordinal number such that I < {3 then G~ ~ Gp, 
(10)	 if Ue<pAe is dense in R2 and (B, C) is the first element 

of D x D such that B UC S; Ue<pAe,Ue<pAe\ (B UC) is 
dense in R2

, and no element of Ue<pGe sends B onto C, 
then there is an element 9 E G/3 such that'g(B) = C, 

(11)	 if 9 is any element of Gp'£1 and £2 are any pair of 
vertical lines in ]R2 such that 9(£1) = £2, the first coor
dinate of every element of £1 is a and £2 is b, then the 
homeomorphism 9 of lR onto itself defined by g(a) = bis 
order-preserving (i.e. 9 is order-preserving in the x-axis 
direction), and 

(12)	 if 9 is any element of G/3' £1 and £2 are any pair of ver
tical lines in R,2 such that 9([,1) = [,2, YI is the second 
coordinate of an element PI of [,1, and Y2 is the second 
coordinate of an element P2 of £2 such that g(PI) = P2, 
then the homeomorphism f of R. onto itself defined by 
!(Yl) = Y2 is order-preserving (i.e. 9 is order-preserving 
in the y-axis direction). 

The T I H is vacuously true for Q = o. 

Now assume that 0 :5 Q < WI, Q is either a limit or suc
cessor ordinal and the T I H is true for o. To complete the 
transfinite induction, we must prove that there exist sets Aa 
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and Go satisfying conditions 1 through 12 of the T I H. For 
.-0 > 0, the construction of Ao and Go will be by induction 
(actually, two inductions) and so we will state the first induc
tion hypothesis (fHI) after making some remarks. The sets 
Ao and Go result from knowledge we already have and so we 
won't use induction here to obtain them. When we discuss 
Ao and Go later on, Ao will be selected to be dense in ]R2. 

In stating I HI, then, we assume Q > 0 and Us<oAs is dense 
in ]R2 and we let (B, C) be the first element of D x D such 
that B U C ~ Us<oAs, Us<oAs\(B U C) is dense in ]R2 and 
no element of Us<oGs sends B onto C. Let 1 and -1 denote 
autohomeomorphisms of ]R2 such that 1 sends the y-axis onto 
the line y = 1 and -1 sends the y-axis onto the line y = -1. Let 
W be the set of all words obtainable from Us<oGs U {I, -I} 
such that if w E Wand w is spelled with only one letter then 
w = 1 or w = -1, the identity is not in the spelling of w, and 

-if I and 9 are two consecutive letters in the spelling of w, then 
either I = 9 = 1, I = 9 = -1, or {/"g} has a nonempty inter
section with both Us<oGs and {I, --I}. Let W be minimally 
well-ordered by Wo such that if w E Wand x E W is a proper 
sub-word of w, then x precedes w. Suppose 11,/2, ... ,Ik are 
each functions from lR onto lR and k is some positive integer. 
Let u be the word u = Ik 0 ••• 0 12 0 11, Xo any real number, 
Xl = Il(Xo), X2 = 12(Xl), ... , and Xk = Ik(Xk-I). Then we 
say that (xo, Xk) on u is related to (Xo, Xl) by 11, to (Xl, X2) by 
12, ... , and to (Xk-l, Xk) by Ik. Let B~ and C each be minimally 
well-ordered by WOe 

We will now state I HI. Let n < Wo be a nonnegative integer. 
Then for every nonnegative integer k such that k < n there are 
a set Ak and functions Ik and hk satisfying 

(1)	 UB<oAB~ Ak, 
(2)	 Ak is a countable subset of]R2 which intersects no ver

tical line more than once, 
(3)	 hk is a function from Wo onto Ak, 
(4) if j is a nonnegative integer such that j < k then Ai ~ 

Ak, 
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(5)	 fie is a homeomorphism from JR2 onto itself which sends 
vertical lines onto vertical lines, 

(6)	 fie is order-preserving in the x-axis and y-axis directions, 
(7) if j ~ k and j is a nonnegative integer then fie ({hj(O), 

hj (I), ... ,hj(k)}) and f;l( {hj(O), hj(I), ... ,hj(k)}) are 
both subsets of Ak, 

(8)	 if i and j are nonnegative integers such that i ~ j < k 
then fie and fj agree at each element of {hi(O), hi(l), 
· .. ,hi(j)} and f;l and f;l also agree at each element 
of {hi (0), hi(1), · .. ,hi(j )}, 

(9)	 fie sends the first k + 1 elements of B into C and f;1 
sends the first k +1 elements of C into B, 

(10)	 if j is a nonnegative integer such that j < k then fie and 
fj agree at each of the first j +1 elements of Band f;l 
and f;l agree at each of the first j + 1 elements of C, 

(11)	 fie ¢ Us<oGs, 
(12) if 9 E Us<oGs then 9 sends Akonto itself, 
(13) if j is a nonnegative integer such that j ~ k, w = Vt 0 

• •• 0 V2 0 VI is the (j + 1)-th element of Wand t is 
a positive integer, w' = v~ 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 v~ is obtained 
from w by replacing each occurrence of 1 by fj and of 
-1 by fj-l, W" = v;' 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 vf is obtained from w 
by replacing each occurrence of 1 by fie and of -1 by 
JIe/-1,2 · 1numb 7(~) = ('Vt 0 :..:..: 0 ")(V2 0 VI X )IS a	 re~ er, W...l.X 

and wll(x) = (v;' 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 vf)(x), and w'(x) '# x, then 
I w'(x) - wll(x) 1< SIe+1 1w'(x) - x 1where So, 81, 82, • • • 

is an increasing sequence of positive real numbers which 
converges to 1/2, 

(14)	 if j is a nonnegative integer such that j ~ k, W = Vt 0 

• •• 0 V2 0 VI is the (j + 1)-th element of Wand t is a 
positive integer, w' = v; 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 v~ is obtained from 
w by replacing each occurrence of 1 by fj and of -1 by 
Ij-l, x is a real number such that w'(x) = x, a and b 
are real numbers such that fj(a) = b, and (x, x) on· w' 

is either related to (a, b) by Ij or to (b, a) by Ij-
1

, then 
the lines x = a and x =b each contain an element of 
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Aj so that if the line x = a intersects B, then the line 
x = bintersects C, and both ~fk and Ijsend the element 
of Ai on the line x = a to the element of Aj on the line 
x = b, 

(15) if x is a real number then fk(X) ::I x, and 
(16) if y E ]R2 such that Iyl < k, then 1fk-l (y) - Ik(Y) 1< -b 

and I f;.!I(Y) - f;l(y) 1< -b.
 
The I HI is vacuously true for n = o.
 

Now assume that 0 :5 n < Wo alld I HI is true for n. To 
complete the induction, we must prove that there are a set 
A~ and functions In and hn satis(ying conditions 1 through 
16 of I HI. The construction of A~, In' ,and hn will be by 
induction and so we will state the second induction hypothesis 
(IH2). Let m < Wo be a nonnegative integer and the rationals 
be minimally well-ordered by WOe T:hen for every nonnegative 

.integer k such that k < m there are ,a set AI: and a function fIe 
satisfying 

(1)	 if j is a nonnegative integer such that j < n then Aj ~ 

A"k' 
(2)	 UO<aAO ~ AI:, 
(3)	 if j is a nonnegative integer such that j < k then AJ ~ 

A"k' 
(4)	 AJ: is a countable subset of]R2 which intersects no ver

tical line more than once, 
(5)	 I~ is a homeomorphism from ]R2 onto itself which sends 

vertical lines onto vertical lines, 
(6)	 fk is order-preserving in the x·-axis and y-axis directions, 
(7)	 if i and j are nonnegative integers such that i :5 j < n 

then fIe agrees with Ij at each element of {hi(O), hi (I), 
... ,hi(j)} and f~-l and I j-

1 also agree at each element 
of {hi(O), hi(l), · .. ,hi(j)}, 

(8) if j is a nonnegative integer such that j < n then fj and 
f k agree at each of the first j .+ 1 elements of Band I j-

1 

and f~-l agree at each of the first j + 1 elements of C, 
(9)	 fIt rt UO<aGO, 
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(10)	 if 9 E Uo<oGs then 9 sends AI: onto itself, 
(11)	 if j is a nonnegative integer.such that j < n, W = Vt 0 

••• 0 V2 0 VI is the (j + 1)-th element of Wand t is 
a ·positive integer, w' = v; 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 v~ is obtained 
from w by replacing each occurrence of 1 by Ij and of 
-1 by Ij-l, W" = v;' 0 •.• 0 v~ 0 vf is obtained from w 
by replacing each occurrence of 1 by lie and of -1 by 
1~-I, and x is a real number such that w'(x) =1= x, then 
1w'(x) - w"(x) 1< Sn 1w'(x) - x I, 

(12)	 if j is a nonnegative integer such that j < n, w = 
Vt 0 ••• 0 V2 0 VI is the (j +1)-th element of Wand t is a 
positive integer, w' = v; 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 v~ is obtained from 
w by replacing each occurrence of 1 by Ij and of -1 by 
I j-

1
, x is a real number such that w'(x) = x, a and b 

are real numbers such that Ij (a) = b, and (x, x) on w' 

is either related to (a,b) by Ij or to (b,a) by Ij-l, then 
the lines x = a and x = b each contain an element of 
Ai so that if the line x = a intersects B, then the line 
x = b intersects C, and both I~ and Ij send the element 
of Aj on the line x = a to the element of Aj on the line 
x = b, 

(13)	 if x is a real number then IL{x) =1= x, 
(14) if y E IR2 such that Iyl < n then 1In-l{Y)- I~(y) 1< 2n1+1 

and 1 f;!I(Y) - I~-l(y) 1< 2:+1 ' 

(15)	 if y E]R2 such that Iyl < k then I fL-l(Y) - ffc(y) 1< -/Ie 
and I I~:~(y) - 1~-I(y) 1< ~, 

(16) if j is a nonnegative integer such that j ::; k, z = 
upo ... 0 U2 0 Ul is the (n + l)-th element of Wand 
p is a positive integer, and z' = u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ is ob
tained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 by Ij 
and of -1 by Ij-l, then there is a nondegenerate, com
pact interval I j of real numbers such that 10' II, ... ,Ij 

are non-overlapping for j > 0, x E 10 U II U ... U I j and 
z'(x) = x are both true for no more than finitely many 
real numbers x, if y is a real number such that y is an 
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endpoint of either 10,11, ... , or I j then Z/{y) # y, if x 
is a real number such· that x E 10 U II U ... U I j and 
Z/{X)	 # x and if z" = u; o ... c:> u; 0 u~ is obtained from z 
by replacing each occurrence of 1 by I~ and of -1 by 1~-1 
then	 IZ/{X) - ZIl{X) 1< ~ 1ZI(X) - x I, and if x,a, and b 
are real numbers such that x E 10 U II U ... U I j , Zl( x) = 
x, Ij(a) = b, and (x,x) on z' is either related to (a, b) 
by Ii or to (b, a) by Ij-1, theIl the lines x = a and x = b 
each contain an element of Ai so that if the line x = a 
intersects B, then the line x := b intersects C, and both 
Ik and Ii send the element of AJ on the line x = a to 
the element of A'J on the line x = b, 

(17)	 let Mt = {(a, b) E ]R2 : there exist nonnegative integers 
i and j for which i ~ j < n, (a,b) is on the graph 
of Ij, and an element of {h i (O),h i (l), ... ,hi(j)} either 
lies on the line x = a or on the line x = b}, let M2 = 
{(a, b) E ]R2 : there exists a nonnegative integer j for 
which j < n, (a, b) is on the graph of Ij, and one of the 
first j +1 elements of B lies on the line x = a or one of 
the first j + 1 elements of C lies on the line x = b}, let 
M3 = {(a, b) E R2 : there exist a nonnegative integer j 
and a real number x for which j < n, (a, b) is on the 
graph of Ij, W = Vt 0 ••• 0 V2 0 'Vt is the (j +1)-th element 
of Wand t is a positive integer, Wi = v~ 0 ••• 0 v~ 0 v~ 

is obtained from w by replacing each occurrence of 1 
by fj and of -1 by !j-l, Wi ( x) = x, and (x, x) on Wi is 
either related to (a, b) by Ij, or to (b, a) by I j-

1
}, and 

let M = M 1 U M 2 U M3 ; then. every element of M is on 
the graph of !k' and if y E lR such that y E 10 U II U 
... U I k , Z = up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 Ul is the (n + l)-th ,element 
of Wand p is a positive integer, Zl = u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ 

is obtained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 by 
fk and of -1 by f~-l, and a arid b are real numbers such 
that (a,b) E M, then (y,z'(y)) on z' is not related to 
(a, b) by fk nor to (b, a) by f~-l, 
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(18) let M	 be minimally well-ordered by Wo; if j is a non
negative integer such thatj ~. k, a and b are real 
numbers such that (a, b) is the (j + l)-th element of 
M, z = up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 U1 is the (n + 1)-th element of 
Wand p is a positive integer, z' = u~ 0 ••• 0 u; 0 u~ 

is obtained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 
by Ii and of -1 by Ij-1,z" = u: 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ is ob
tained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 by 
I~ and of -1 by 1~-1 and if Xo E lR such that Xl = 
u~ (xo), X2 = U~(X1)' . .. , xq = U~(Xq-1)' . .. , and x p = 
U~(Xp-1) where 1 ~ q ~ p, q is a positive integer, 
u~ =	 Ij, Xq-1 = a and xq = bor u~ = /;-1, Xq-1 = band 
X q = a, then if c and d are real numbers such that (c, d) 
is on the graph of Ii and if (xo, x p) on Zl is either related 

to (c,d) by Ij or to (d,c) by Ij-1, we have (c,d) E M 
or else we have that Xo ~ X p and if Yo E R such that 
Y1 = u~(Yo), Y2 = U2(Y1), ... , Yq = U~(Yq-1)' .•. , and 

- Ii( ) h " - I' - d - bYP - up Yp-1 were uq - J k' Yq-1 - a an Yq - or 
u~ = 1~-1, Yq-l = band Yq = a, then 1Yo - YP I> II 
Xo - xp I, 

(19) let M~ = {(a, b) E ]R2 : (a, b) is on the graph of lIe, and 
if z = Up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 U1 is the (n + l)-th element of W 
and p is a positive integer, and z' = u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ 

is obtained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 by 
Ik and of -1 by f~-I, then' there exists a real number x 
such that x E 10 U 11 U ... U 1k, Z/{X) = x and (x,x) on 
Zl is either related to (a,b) by Ik or to (b,a) by 1~-I}; 

if y E lR such that y is not in the interior of 10 , II, ... , 
or Ik' a and b are real numbers such that (a, b) E MIe, 
and (Y, z'(y)) on Zl is either related to (a, b) by Ik or to 
(b, a) by f~-I, then there is a pair of real numbers c and 
d such that (c, d) is on the graph of lIe, (c, d) f/ M U Mfc 
and (y,z'(y)) is either related to (c,d) by fIe or to (d,c) 
by f~-I, 

(20) if k is a positive integer, 10 = [ao, bo], II = [aI, bt ], ••• , 
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and Ik- 1 = [ak-l, bk- 1), z = up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 Ul is the 
(n + l)-th element of W, z' = u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ is ob
tained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 by ffc-l 
and of -1 by f~:;, r is the first rational number such 
that r ¢ 10 U II U ... U Ik-l aIid if c and d are real num
bers such that (c, d) E M then (r, Zl (r)) is not related 

to (c, d) by fk-l nor to (d, c) by f~:~, there are an ele
ment of {bo, b1 , ••• ,bk - 1 } less than r and an element of 
{ao, al, .. . ,ak-l} greater than r, b denotes the largest 
element of {be, b1 , • •• ,bk- 1 } less than r and a denotes 
the smallest element of {ao, aI, . .. ,ak-l} greater than 
r, and if for every real number e such that b ~ e ~ a and 
every pair of real numbers x and y such that (x, y) E M 
we have that (e,z'(e)) is not related (x,y) by fk-1 nor 

to (y,x) by f~:;, then Ik = [b,a].
 
The IH2 is vacuously true for m =o.
 

We will now establish the beginning step of each induction 
which takes place. There is only one induction process tak
ing place which the T I H applies to directly. What we must 
do then is to describe sets Ao and ~Go satisfying conditions 1 
through 12 of the T I H. Let Ao be a countable dense subset of 
the plane which contains a point of the first plane separator and 
intersects no vertical line more thaIl once and select the first 
element of D x D which meets the requirements of condition 
10 relative to Ao• To form Go, let 90 be a homeomorphism of 
R 2 onto itself such that 90 sends all vertical lines onto vertical 
lines, 90' is order-preserving in the x-axis and y-axis directions, 
if x is any real number then 90(X) :f x, and 90 sends Ao onto 
itself and the first coordinate of the selected element of D x D 
onto the second. Let Go be the group generated by 90 under 
composition. Then Go and Ao satisfy conditions 1 through 12 
of the T I H. For every ordinal Q, 0 < Q < WI, there is an in
duction process taking place whicll must satisfy the conditions 
of I HI. These inductions result in the construction of Aa and 
Ga , 0 < Q < WI. Therefore let Q be an ordinal number such 
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that 0 < a < WI. For this a we must describe a set A~ and func
tions fo and ho satisfying conditions 1· through 16 of [HI .. Let 
A~ = US<QAs, let ho be a function from Wo onto A~ and let fo 
be a homeomorphism from ]R2 onto itself which satisfies condi
tions 5,6,7,11, and 15 of I HI. Condition 12 of [HI is satisfied 
due to conditions 7 and 9 of the T [H. Condition 14 of [HI 
is satisfied since the O-th element of W must be either 1 or -1 
meaning that w' = fa or w' = fo- I

• Because fo satisfies condi
tion 15 of [HI, w' = fo or w' = 101 means that if x is any real 
number then w'(x) # x and so condition 14 of [HI is satisfied 
vacuously. It is clear that the remaining conditions of [HI are 
satisfied. For every ordinal a,O < a < WI, and positive integer 
n, there is an induction process which must satisfy the condi
tions of I H2. These inductions result in the construction of 
the set A~ and functions fn and hn, 0 < a < WI, 0 < n < WOe 

Therefore let a be an ordinal number such that 0 < a < WI 

. and n a positive integer. For this a and n we must describe 
a set A~ and a function f~ satisfying conditions 1 through 20 
of [H2. If we let A~ = A~_1 and f~ = fn-l then conditions 
1 through 15 of I H2 are satisfied due to the fact that A~_1 

and fn-l satisfy conditions 1 through 16 of [HI. In order to 
satisfy conditions 16 through 20 of [H2 as well, A~_1 must be 
expanded and fn-l altered. This can be accomplished using 
the exact same procedure which will be used later to obtain 
A~ and f:n, m a positive integer. Therefore we assert that 
there do exist a set A~ and a function f~ satisfying conditions 
1 through 20 of I H2. 

Suppose a is an ordinal, 0 < a < WI such that the T [H is 
true for Q, n is a positive integer such that [HI is true for 
a and n, and m is a positive integer such that [H2 is true 
for a, n, and m. Let f:n-l be the function whose existence is 
asserted at the beginning of I H2 with k = m - 1. Suppose 
z = up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 Ul is the (n + 1)-th element of ~ p is 
a positive integer, z' = u~ '0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ is obtained from z 
by replacing each occurrence of 1 by l:n-l and of -1 by 1:;:'1, 
and {u~, u~} does not contain both f:n-l and /:;:'1 (later we 
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shall consider the case where {u~, u~} does contain both l:n-l 
and 1:;!I). Let la, II, ... ,Im - 1 be the intervals of real numbers 
whose existence is asserted by condition 16 of I H2, let M be 
the set described in condition 17 of I H2, let M:n_1 be the set 
described in condition 19 of I H2 with k = m - 1, and let 1m 
be selected in accordance with condition 20 of I H2 so that 1m 
is a non-degenerate, compact interval of real numbers which 
does not overlap la, II, ... , or 1m - I , and if y E lR such that 
y E 1m, and a and bare real numbers such that (a, b) E M, then 
(y,z'(y)) on z' is not related to (a,b) by l:n-I nor to (b,a) by 

1:;21 (1m may be chosen to meet this last requirement because 
conditions 7 and 8 of I HI and condition 7 of I H2 imply that 
M1 is a finite subset of the graph of f:n-l, conditions 9 and 10 
of IHI and condition 8 of I H2 implJr that M2 is a finite subset 
of the graph of l:n-l' and condition 14 of IBI and condition 
12 of I H2 imply that M3 is a countable, closed subset of the 
graph of f:n_I,therefore M = M1 U M2 U M3 is a countable, 
closed subset of the graph of f:n-l). 

Suppose Xo Elm , uHxo) = XI, U~'(X1) = X2, ... ,U~(Xp_1) = 
xp , a and b are real numbers such that (xo, z'(xo)) = (xo, x'P) 
on z, is related to (a, b) by f:.n-l, and (xo, x'P) on z, is related to 

(b,a) by /:;21• We are under the assumption now that {u~,uD 

does not contain. both l:n-l and I:;~l. Let us assume for the 
sake of specificity that 1$ r < q <: p, rand q are positive 
· t ' (I , ('-1 b bIn egers, U r = Jm-l' U q = Jm-l' X r -l = a, X r = , X q-l = , 
and x q = a. The proper sub-word u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ of Z' is the 

identity at Xr -l = a, u~(a) = b, and u~ = f:n-l and so (a,a) 
on u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ is related to (a, b) by f:n-l. Since Uq 0 ••• 0 Ur is a 
proper sub-word of z and U q 0 .•• 0 U r is an element of W then 
uq 0 ••• 0 U r precedes z by the way W is ordered. The (n +1)-th 
element of W is z and so there is a nonnegative integer j such 
that j< nand uq 0 .•• 0 U r is the (j + 1)-th element of W. 
The above facts together with conditions 11 and 12 of I H2 
tell us that (a, b) E M3 ~ M. This contradicts the way 1m was 
chosen and so we conclude that it is not possible that (xo, x p ) 
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on z, is related both to (a, b) by f:n-1 and to (b, a) by f:;!1· 
Now, instead of what we supposed before, let us suppose that 

1 < r < q :5 p, u~ = f:n-1' u~ = f:n-1' Xr -1 = a, X =r 

b, X q-1 = a, and xq = b. What we have then is that (xo, x1' ) 

on z, is related to (a, b) by f:n-l twice. It must be the case 
that r < q - 1, for otherwise we would have that a = b, which 
would contradict condition 13 of I H2. The proper sub-word 
11,~_1 0 ••• 0 u~ of z' is the identity at X r -l = a, 11,~( a) = b, and 
11,~ = f:n-1 and so (a, a) on U~-1 0 ... 0 u~ is related to (a, b) 
by f:n-1. Since 11, q-l 0 ••• 0 U r is a proper sub-word of z and 
11,q-1 o ... OUr is an element of W then we can conclude as before 
that (a, b) E M3 S; M. We then conclude that it is not possible 
that (xo, x1' ) on z' is related to (a, b) by f:n-l twice nor to (b, a) 

.('-1 t ·bY Jm-1 Wlce. 
Because 1m is compact, we can expand on what we have 

_just seen and say that there is a 6 > 0 such that if x and y 
are elements of 1m , Ix - yl :5 6, and a and b are real numbers 
where (a, b) is on the graph of f:n-1, then it is not possible 
for both (x,z'(x» and (y,z'(y) on z, to be related to (a,b) 
by f:n-1, to (b, a) by f:;!I' nor is it possible for one to be 
related to (a, b) by f:n-l while the other is related to (b, a) by 

f:;!t. Let 1( be a compact subset of R such that if a and b 
are real numbers with (x,z'(x» on z, either being related to 
(a, b) by f:n-l or to (b, a) by f:;!.1 where x E 1m , then a is in 
the interior of !(, and if a and b are real numbers such that 
(a, b) E M, then a ¢ !(. Let h be a homeomorphism of R2 onto 
itself which sends all vertical lines onto vertical lines such that 
if x ¢ !(, then h(x) = f:n-l(X). Then there is a 6' > 0 such 

that if Ih(c) - f:n-1(C) 1< 6' and 1h-1(c) - f:;!1(C) 1< 6' for 
every c E !(, and if Z" = u~ 0 ••• 0 11,~ 0 u~ is obtained from z 
by replacing each occurrence of 1 by h and of -1 by h-1 , and 
if x and yare elements of 1m with Ix - yl :5 6, and if a and 
b are real numbers where (a, b) is on the graph of h, then it 
is not possible for both (x,z"(x» and (y,Z"(y» on Zll to be 
related to (a,b) by h, to (b,a) by h-1 , nor is it possible for 
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one to be related to (a, b) by h, while the other is related to 
(b;a) by h-1• Since ]( is compact, h, agrees with f:n-l off of K, 
first coordinates of elements of M are not in K, the inequality 
of condition 11 of I H2 is strict, and there are only finitely 
many elements of W under consideration, then we may assume 
that 6' > 0 is small enough so that if 1h(c) - f:n-l(C) 1< 6' 
and 1h-1(c) - f:;21(c) 1< 6' for every c E K then h satisfies 
condition 11 of IH2 just as f:n-l does. We will require any h's 
that we employ to have the property that if y E R2 such that 
Iyl < n or Iyl < m, then the second coordinates of fm-l(Y) 
and h(y) are equal and the second coordinates of f:;!l (y) and· 
h-1(y) are equal. Therefore we may assume that 6' > 0 is 
small enough so that h satisfies condition 14 of I H2 just as 
f:n-l does provided that Ih,(c) - f:n-l(C) 1< 6' and 1h-1(c)
f:;!l(C) 1< 6' for every c E K. Regarding condition 15 of 
I H2 , we may assume that 6' > 0 is small enough so that if 
1h{c) - f:n-l(C) 1< 6' and 1h-1(c) - f:;~l{C) 1< 6' for every 
c E K, then 1f:n-l{Y) - h{y) 1< 2~ and 1f:;~l{Y) - h-1(y) 1< 
2"!n for every y E ]R2 such that Iyl < m. Since only finitely 
many elements of M are under consideration in condition 18· 
of I H2, and since we are only concerned with the composition 
of finitely many homeomorphisms, then we may assume that 
6' > 0 is small enough so that if 1 h(c) - f:n-l(C) 1< 6' and 
1h-1(c) - f:;!l{C) 1< 6' for every c E K, then h, satisfies 
the requirements of condition 18 of I H2 just as f:n-l does. 
Let I be a subinterval of 1m with the same left endpoint as 
1m such that the length of I is greater than 0 and less than 
6, and such that there is at most one dEl for which there 
exists a pair of real numbers a and b such that (a, b) E M:n-l 
and (d, z'{d)) on z' is either related to (a, b) by f:n-l or to 
(b,a) by f:;!.l. By condition 19 of IH2, there is a pair of real 
numbers a' and b' such that (a', b') ¢ M:n-l and (d, z'{d)) is 
either related to (a',b') by f:n-l or to (b',a') by f!,;!:l. We 
may assume, then, for the sake of specificity, that there is a 
positive integer q such that 1 ~ q < p, U~+l = f:n-l' and if I~ = 
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(u~o ... ou~)(I), then {(X,f:n-I(X)) : x E 1;1 does not intersect 
M:n-l. If we require h to agree with f:n-l off of I;, then, since 
{(x, f:n-l(X)) : x E I~} doesn't intersect M:n-l' we may assume 
that 6' > 0 is small enough so that if 1h(c) - f:n-l(C) 1< 6' and 
1h-1(c)- f:;!l(C) 1< 6' for every C E I;, then h satisfies the part 
-of condition 16 of IH2related- to the ~Iz'(x) - xl expression 
just as f:n-l does. Let Co < Cl < ... < Ce be a subdivision of I 
such that Co is the left endpoint of I, Ce is the right endpoint 
of I, e is a positive integer, if k is a nonnegative integer such 
that k < e and i is a positive integer such that i ~ p, then 
(ui 0 .... 0 u~) (Ck+I) - (ui 0 ••• 0 u~ )(Ck) < 6', Ck+ I - Ck < 6', and 
if a, b, and x are real numbers such that (a, b) E M:n-l' x E I, 
and (x, z'(x)) on z' is either related to (a, b)'by f:n-l or to (b, a) 

by f:;~l' then x E {Co, Cl, • •• ,ce}. Since the length of I is less
 
than 6, z' may be altered predictably on the subset, I, of its
 
 domain by altering f:n-l on the subset, I~, of its domain. Since
 
this is true, since ]('s interior is defined as it is, which would
 
permit us to select 6' relative to a subset of the domain of f:n-l
 
which contains I~ in its interior and does not contain the first
 
coordinate of an element of M:n-l' then we may assume that
 
Z'(Ck) =f:. Ck for any integer k with 0 5 k < e and that no
 
alterations of f:n-l have yet been made. 

Let (u~ 0 ••• 0 u~)(eo) = G> and (u~ 0 ••• 0 U~)(CI) = c~. What 
we wish to do now is to alter f:n-l over the interval [G»,~] 

of its domain so that the correspondingly altered z' will be 
the identity at most once over the interval [eo, CI] of its do
main and condition 19 of IH2 is maintained. We will assume 
that there is an x E [eo, cIl such that z'(x) = x. Since the 
set A~_l is countable, M U M:n-l is countable, and since we 
are only concerned with homeomorphisms, then we may se
lect real numbers ao and bo such that Co < ao < bo < CI, if 
u~(ao) = aI, u~(al) = a2, •.• ,u~(ap-I) = aI" and ht, ... ,bp are 
obtained from bo the same way, then ao = bp and none of the 
lines x = ao, x = al, ... , x = a", x = bo, x = bl , ... ,x = bp 

intersect A~_l' and if t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , and yare real numbers such 
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that one of the points (ao, ap ) or (bo"bp ) on Zl is either related 

to (t1',t2) by f:n-l or to (t2,t l ) by f:;~l' Y is not in the interior 
of 10, II, . .. ,1m - I, or [eo, CI], and (t3,t4) EMU M:n-l such 
that (y, z'(y)) on z' is either related to (t3 , t4 ) by f:n-l or to 
(t4 , t 3 ) by 1:;:'1' then (y, z'(y)) on Zl is not related to (t l , t 2 ) by 
f:n-l nor to (t 2, t l ) by I:;!l. Leth' be a homeomorphism from 
[eo,Cl] onto [?(eo),Z/(Cl)] such that h' agrees with z' at eo and 
Cl, h'(ao) = ao, It' is not the identity anywhere except at ao, 
and there is an element of [eo, Cl] such that hi disagrees with 
every 9 at that point where 9 E US<QGs. Let h" be a home
omorphism from [c~, c~] onto [f~-l (~), 1~-1 (c~)] such that h" 
agrees with f~-l at c~ and c~, and if the graph of f~-l over 
the interval [c~, c~] of its domain is replaced by the graph of 
h", the rest of the graph of f~-l is left unchanged, the home
omorphism so obtained is called (fJ, and </>' is obtained from z' 
by replacing each occurrence of l:n-l' by ¢ and of 1:;!1 by fiJ-1, 
then <P' agrees with h' over the the interval [eo, CI] of its domain. 
What we wish to do now is to show that we have maintained 
condition 19 of IH2. Let H = M:n-l U {(a,b) E R2 : (ao,ao) 
on <p' is either related to (a, b) by ¢ or to (b, a) by </>-1}. Sup·
pose r is a real number such that r is not in the interior of 
la, II, . .. ,1m - I , or [eo, Cl]' there are real numbers dl and d2 

such that (dl , d2 ) E Hand (r, fiJ'(r)) on fIJI is either related to 
(d1 , d2 ) by (fJ or to (d2 , d1 ) by fiJ-1, and if el and e2 are any real 
numbers such that (r, fiJl(r)) on </>' is either related to (el, e2) 
by ¢ or to (e2' el) by 4>-1, then (el' e2) E MUH. IT we had sup
posed that all (el' e2) 's were contained by M U M:n-l instead 
of M U H, then we would contradict condition 19 of I H2 with 
k = m - 1. If we had supposed that there was an (el' e2) con
tained in M U M:n-l and one in {(a, b) E ]R2 : (ao, ao) on 4>' is 
either related to (a, b) by ¢ or to (b, a) by 4>-1}, then we would 
contradict the way ao and bo were chosen. If we suppose that all 
(el,e2)'s are contained in {(a,b) E]R2 : (ao,ao) on fIJ' is either 
related to (a, b) by ¢ or to (b, a) by </>-1}, then this provides 
us with finite subsequences aio ' ail' ·.. ,ai, and rio, ril' · .. ,ri, 
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of the finite sequences a~ = ao, a~ = al, ... ,a~ = aq , a~+l = 
bq+1 , .... ,a~ = bpand r = ro, the .image of ro under the first 
letter of the word 4>' is rl, ... , the image of r1'-1 under the 
p-th letter of the word 4>' is r1' (the first letter means the letter 
indexed by 1, ... , and the p-th letter is indexed by p) such 
that {rio' ri l , • •• ,rij} ~ {a~o' a~l' • •• ,a~j}. Since r is ·not in 
the interior of 10 ,11 , ••• ,1m - I , or [eo, cll, then we may assume 
ao < r. Since all the letters of 4>' are order-preserving home
omorphisms, then we know that a~o < r to' a~l < r il , • •• , and 
a~j < rij. We can now apply the knowledge of the last two 
sentences to obtain a chain of inequalities which would yield 
the contradiction that one of the elements of {ai ' ail' · .. ,ai.}o 
is less than itself. What we have shown is that if r is a r~al
 
number such that r is not in the interior of 10, II, ... ,1m - I ,
 
or [eo, cll, and such that there are real numbers dl and d2 for
 
which (d l ,d2 ) E Hand (r,4>'(r)) is either related to (dI ,d2 )
 

 by (iJ or to (d2 , d1 ) by 4>-1, then there exist real numbers el
 
and e2 such that (el' e2) f/. M U Hand (r, 4>'(r)) on 4>' is either
 
related to (e1, e2) by ¢ or to (e2, e1) by 4>-1. This is condi

tion 19 of I H2 with H playing the role of M:n-l, ¢ that of
 
f:n-1, 10 U II U ... U I m - 1U [eo, c1l that of 10U II U ... 1m - I, and
 
10 ,11 , ••• ,1m - I , or [eo,CI] that of 10,/1 , ••• , or 1m - I. 

We have changed f:n-l into ¢ and now we wish to obtain 4> 
from (iJ and to enlarge A~_l. We have a process which will, 
when a point £0 is selected on the line x = a~, select a point 
£1 on the line x = a~, a point £2 on the line x = a~, ... , and 
a point L,1' on the line x = a~. Since a~ = a~, we will have 
[,0 = [,1'. The process will also result in the formation of 4>. To 
describe the process, let us assume that we have chosen an £0 
on the line x = a~ and that the process has then chosen L,1 on 
x = a~, ... , and L,k on x = a~ where k is a positive integer less 
than2. If the 1!+1)-th letter (i.e. the letter indexed by k+ 1) of 
cP'is cP, G: = (u~o ... ou~)(Ci»), c'{ = (u~o ... OU~)(CI)' j is a non
negative integer such that j ~ k, and there exists 9 E Us<oGs 
such that g(aj) = a~+l' then let 4> be defined on the subset 
{(x, y) E R2 : x E [G:, c~]} of its domain so that if PI and P2 are 
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real numbers such that (Pl,P2) E {(x,y) E ]R2 : x E [~,c'{]}, 

then the first coordinate of 4>(Pl,P2) -is ¢(Pl), 4> is a homeo
morphism on {(x,y) E R2

: x E [~"c'{]}, 4> agrees with f:n-l 
on the lines x = ~ and x = c~, and 4>([,k) = g(['j). If there 
was no such g, we would define 4> on {(x,y) E R2 : x E [~,c'{]} 

so that the first coordinate of tP(Pl, P2) is (fi(Pl) and the sec
ond coordinate of 4>(Pl, P2) is equal to the second coordinate 
of f:n-l(Pl,P2). Under the process, we let [,k+l = 4>([,k). If 
the (k + 1)-th letter of 4>' was 4>-1", then we would proceed 
in an analogous way, obtaining 4>-l(L,k) = g(L,j) and letting 
L,k+l = 4>-l(L,k). IT the (k + l)-th letter of 4>' was an element 
g', of U'<aG" then we would not alter g' and we would let 
[,k+l = g'([,k). Upon the completion of the process, 4> will 
have been defined on a certain subset of R2

• To define 4> on all 
of R2 we require that if x E ]R2 such that 4>(x) hasn't been de
termined through the process, then 4>(x) = f:n-l(x). We note 
 that, because of the way the subdivision {Co, Cl, ••• ,cel of I is 
defined, if a and b are real numbers such that (a, b) E M:n-l' 
then 4> will agree with f:n-l on the line x = a. We note, too, 
that tP, as defined above, is a homeomorphism of R2 onto itself 
which sends every vertical line onto a vertical line. Another 
benefit of the process is that {g([,i) : 9 E U'<aG, and i is a 
nonnegative integer such that i ~ p} intersects no vertical line 
more than once. We now let H' = A~-l U{g([,i) : 9 E U'<aG, 
and i is a nonnegative integer such that i < p}. Suppose we 
have that I£il > m, I£il > n, and the absolute value of the 
second coordinate of L,i is greater than the absolute values of 
the second coordinates of both f:;l.l(X) and f:n-l(x) for every 
x E ]R2 such that IxI ~ n or IxI ~ m, for every integer i such 
that 0 < i < p. Then, in addition to the other conditions satis
fied by tP, we could have that if I (Pl,P2) 1< m or 1(Pl,P2) 1< n, 
then the second coordinate of 4> (PI ,P2) equals the second coor
dinate of f:n-l(Pl,P2) and the second coordinate of t/>-1(Pl,P2) 
equals the second coordinate of f:;!1(Pl,P2). But, if £0 is cho
sen far enough up or far enough down the line x = a~, then we 
will have what we just described, since f:n-l is order-preserving 
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in the y-axis direction. For this reason, we assume that every
thing stated so far is true and, in addition, if x E )R2 such that 
Ixl < m or Ixl < n, then the second coordinate of 4>(x) equals 
the second coordinate of f:n-l (x) and the second coordinate 
of 4>-l(X) equals the second coordinate of f:;.!l(X). We recall 
that we wanted this property so that we could choose 6' > 0 
for conditions 14 and 15 of I H2. 

What we wish to do now is discuss why the things stated 
above are true. Suppose a~, a~, ... ,a~ are as above, i and j 
are nonnegative integers such that i ~ j ~ p, 9 E UO<aGO 
such that g(a~) = aj and 9' E UO<aGO such that g'(a~) = aj. 
We recall that none of the lines x = a~, x = a~, ... ,x = a~ 

intersect A~_l. By condition 2 of I H2, UO<aAO ~ A~-l. By 
condition 8 of the TIH, if any element of UO<aGO, except the 
identity, sends a vertical line onto itself, then that vertical line 
and UO<aAO have a nonempty intersection. So what we have is 
that (g,-l 0 g)(a~) = a~ and the line x = a~ does not intersect 
UO<aAO. But (9'-1 0 g)(a~) = a~ implies that g'-l 09 sends the 
vertical line x = a~ onto itself. By condition 9 of the T I H, 
9'-1 0 9 E UO<aG,. Therefore, it is clear that g'-1 0 9 is the 
identity which means that 9 = g'. The fact that at most one 
element of UO<aG, can send the line x = a~ onto the line x =aj 
implies that the things we stated previously are true. 

By the way 4> is constructed, it satisfies all the conditions 
of IH2 just as its predecessor, f:n-1' does whenever we let 
m - 1 equal j or k as appropriate in the statements of those 
conditions. The sets 10 U II U ... U Im - 1 U [eo, CI], H, and H' 
satisfy I H2 just as their predecessors do. We can now proceed 
to construct successors of 4> and the above sets with respect to 
[Cl' C2] just as the construction went for [eo, C1]. This would be 
followed by [C2' C3], ••• ,[Ce-1' cel. After this, we would choose 
a new I the same way I was chosen. The new I would be 
accompanied by a new 6'. With appropriate choices of ['s, this 
process will end in finitely "many steps with the ['s covering 
1m exactly. The last successors of 4>, H, and H' will be called 
f:n, M:n, and A~, respectively. There is a portion of condition 
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18 of I H2 which f:n may not satisfy. Let z = up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 UI 

be the (n + 1)-th element of W where p is a positive integer. 
Let z' = u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ be obtained from z by replacing 
each occurrence of 1 by l:n and of -1 by I:; I. This portion of 
condition 18 is concerned with the relationship between z', f:n, 
and the (m + 1)-th element of M. This problem can be elim
inated by finitely many changes in f:n which affect it over a 
length of its domain which is as small as desired. So we will 
consider that this has been done, that all conditions of I H2 
are satisfied, that the new autohomeomorphism of R2 has been 
obtained using the same method as we have used before, and 
that the new homeomorphisms are still called l:n and l:n. 

The following lemma is needed in order to continue with the 
proof. 

Lemma. Let {4>n}~=l be a sequence of autohomeomorphisms 
 of]R2. If, for every positive integer n and every x E ]R2 such 
that Ixl < n, l4>n(x) - 4>n+I(X) 1< 2~ and I 4>;;1 (x) - 4>;;tl(X) 1< 
2~' then {4>n}~=l converges to an autohomeomorphism of]R2. 

This lemma is similar to a lemma which is cited in [2]. 
By the lemma, and condition 15 of I H2, the sequence 

{/.:n}:=1, converges to an autohomeomorphism of R2 which 
we shall denote as In. Let U:=IA~ = A~, and let hn be a 
function from Wo onto A~. Let z = Up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 U1 be the 
(n + 1)-th element of W where p is a positive integer. Let 
z' = u~ 0 ••• 0 u~ 0 u~ be obtained from z by replacing each 
occurrence of 1 by In and of -1 by 1;1. Suppose x is a real 
number such that if a and b are any real numbers for which 
(a, b) E M, the~, z'(x») on z' is not related to (a, b) by In 
nor to (b, a) by /;1. Since M is a closed subset of the graph of 
In' then there are real numbers c and d such that c < x < d 
and every element of the open interval, (c, d), has the same 
property as x does with respect to z, and M. From the above, 
it follows that there exists a positive integer, k, such that if j 
is a positive integer larger than k and if z" = u; 0 ••• 0 u; 0 u~ is 
obtained from z by replacing each occurrence of 1 by Ii and of 
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-1 by 1;-1, then every element of (c, d) has the same property 
with respect to Zll and M as they do with respect to Zl and 
M. By the above, and since 1m is chosen in accordance with 
condition 20 of I H2 for every positive integer m, there is a 
positive integer v such that x E Iv. From the above, the con
ditions of I H2, and since In is the limit of the l:n's, we have 
that In' A~, and hn satisfy all the conditions of IHI whenever 
we let n equal j or k as appropriate in the statements of those 
conditions. Actually, In might not satisfy conditions 7,9, and 
11 of IHl, but by finitely many alterations of In where the 
changes in functional values are as small as desired, we can 
obtain a function which satisfies all of the conditions of I HI. 
We shall consider that this has been done,. that all conditions 
of I HI are satisfied, and that the new autohomeomorphism of 
]R2 is still called In. 

By the lemma, and by condition 16 of I HI, the sequence, 
-{In}~=l' converges to an autohomeomorphism of ]R2 which we 
shall denote as gOl. Let GOl be the group generated by US<OlGsU 
{gOl}. Let U~=lAn = AQ From the conditions of I HI, and since • 

gOl is the limit of the In's, we have that GOl and A Q satisfy all 
the conditions of the T I H whenever we let a equal f3 in the 
statements of those conditions. Actually, AQ might not satisfy 
condition 3 of the T I H since it might not intersect the Q-th 
element of S. If Ao does not intersect the o-th element of S, 
then let y E ]R2 such that y is contained by the o-th element 
of S and the vertical line containing y does not intersect AQ • 

Then the set, Ao U {g(y) : 9 E GOl }, contains y and intersects 
no vertical line more than once. We now have that GOl , and 
the new set, which we will also call AOl , satisfy all conditions of 
the T I H. We can now see that UOl <Wl AQ is a dense, connected 
subset of ]R2 which intersects vertical lines only once. The 
group, UOl <Wl GOl , of autohomeomorphisms oflR2 , witnesses that 
UOl<w1AQ is CDH. 

Suppose z = up 0 ••• 0 U2 0 Ul is the (n + l)-th element of 
W where p is a positive integer, and, for the sake of speci
ficity, that U1 = 1 and Up = -1. Let w = U p-1 0 ••• 0 U2. 
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Let z' be obtained from z by replacing each occurrence of 
1 by f:n-l and of -1 by f!,;!l. Let w' be obtained from w 
the same way. Since w is either an element of W which pre
cedes z or an element of Uo<oGo, we may assume that Wi is 
the identity only on a countably infinite set of real numbers 
which we list as the sequence of distinct elements Co, Cl, C2, •••• 

Let do, d1 , d2 , ••• be the sequence of real numbers such that 
f:n-l(do) = Co, f:n-l(d1 ) = Cl,··· • We can see that z' is the 
identity only on do, d1 , d2 , •••• We observe, as an example, that 
(do,do) on z' is related to (do,Co) by f!m-l and to (Co,do) by 

f!';!l' yet it does not follow from this that (do, eo) E M. That 
is why we must handle this case separately. From what we 
have said about w, we know that the line x = em intersects 
A~_l at a point which we shall call a. If (dm , em) E M, then 
do not alter f:n-l. If (dm , em) ¢ M and a E C, then alter 
f:n-l so that the 'resulting function sends an element of B to 

-a. We shall call the resulting function f:n and we will use dm 

to denote the first coordinate of the element of B which f:n 
sends to a even though this will be an abuse of notation. If 
(dm,em) ¢ M and a ¢ C, then alter f:n-l so that the result
ing function sends a vertical line onto the line x = em which 
contains no element of A~_l. We will handle the notation as 
we did in the case where (dm , em) ¢ M and a E C. In the case 
where (dm,em) E M and the case where (dm,em) ¢ M and 
a E C, we let A~_l = A~. In the case where (dm,em) ¢ M 
and a ¢ C, we let A~ = A~_l U {g(f!,;l(a)) : 9 E Uo<oGo}. 

In all the cases above, we have that f:n is an autohomeo
morphism of]R2 which sends every vertical line onto a vertical 
line. Instead of being concerned writh the interval 1m as we 
were before, if Ul = 1 and Up = -1, then the concern for 1m is 
replaced by the simpler things discussed above. Since we can 
achieve our objectives above while, at the same time, changing 
the functional values of f!m-l by as small an amount as desired, 
leaving un-altered the ones we do not want to change, and en
suring that f!m f/. Uo<oGs, then we can consider this argument 
and the proof to be complete. 
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